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AboutAbout ANU
ANU is a world-leading university in Australia’s capital. Excellence is embedded in our approach to research and education.
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Study
ResearchResearch & innovation
ANU research priorities address the challenges facing Australia and the world.
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GivingGiving
Your donation will make a real difference to our community of researchers and students.
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OUR PRIORITIES: 
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AlumniAlumni
ANU graduates become lifelong members of our community. See what's on offer.
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Current StudentsCurrent students
ANU has a huge variety of support services, programs and activities to enhance your student experience.
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Program administration








When you study at ANU, one of your new responsibilities will be to manage your study program. But don't worry - there are plenty of people to help guide you. Here you'll find information about managing your study program at ANU.








[image: ]Program management
As an ANU student, you are responsible for the management of your program and there are various aspects of your program that require consideration…

Read more »


[image: ]Enrolment
If you've received and accepted an offer to study at ANU, there's just one more box to tick. Before joining our community of inspired minds, you need…
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[image: ]Assessments & exams
Assessments and exams are a typical part of university life and are used to measure your study progress and overall academic performance. Here you'll…
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[image: ]Prizes
A prize is an award given in recognition of outstanding performance, academic achievement or service. Most prizes are awarded for quantifiable…
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[image: ]Timetabling
Timetabling is where you can find course timetable information as well as information on room availability.  There is also a range of other…
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[image: ]Fees & payments
Comprehensive information about fees and funding is detailed in these pages. We're here to help if you want to talk about planning your finances…
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